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After giving us a background of network security, the book moves on to explain the basic technologies we will work with, namely netfilter, iproute2, NAT and l7-filter. These form the crux of building Linux firewalls and QOS. The later part of the book covers 5 real-world networks for which we design the security policies, build the firewall, setup the script, and verify our installation. These comprehensive set of set up scripts and set up guidelines to create firewall protection for various specific usage scenarios are unique and set this book apart.

A networking firewall is a logical barrier designed to prevent unauthorized or unwanted communications between sections of a computer network. Linux-based firewalls besides being highly customizable and versatile are also robust, inexpensive, and reliable.

The two things needed to build firewalls and QoS with Linux are two packages named netfilter and iproute. While netfilter is a packet-filtering framework included in the Linux kernels 2.4 and 2.6, iproute is a package containing a few utilities that allow Linux users to do advanced routing and traffic shaping.

L7-filter is a packet classifier for the Linux kernel that doesn't look up port numbers or Layer 4 protocols, but instead looks at the data in an IP packet and does a regular expression match on it to determine what kind of data it is, mainly what application protocol is being used. IP2P is an alternative to L7-filter, but has been designed for filtering only P2P applications while L7-filter takes into consideration a wider range of applications.

About the Author
Lucian Gheorghe has just joined the Global NOC of Interoute, Europe's largest voice and data network provider. Before Interoute, he was working as a senior network engineer for Globtel Internet, a significant Internet and Telephony Services Provider to the Romanian market. He has been working with Linux for more than 8 years putting a strong accent on security for protecting vital data from hackers and ensuring good quality services for internet customers. Moving to VoIP services he had to focus even more on security as sensitive billing data is most often stored on servers with public IP addresses. He has been studying QoS implementations on Linux to build different types of services for IP customers and also to deliver good quality for them and for VoIP over the public Internet. Lucian has also been programming with Perl, PHP, and Smarty for over 5 years mostly developing in-house management interfaces for IP and VoIP services.
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Digital Da Vinci: Computers in the Arts and SciencesSpringer, 2014

	“Science is art,” said Regina Dugan, senior executive at Google and former director of DARPA. “It is the process of creating something that never exists before. ... It makes us ask new questions about ourselves, others; about ethics, the future.” This second volume of the Digital Da Vinci book series leads the...
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Oracle ADF Real World Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle ADF is a powerful Java application framework for building next generation enterprise applications. Oracle ADF in combination with JDeveloper IDE offers visual and declarative approaches to enterprise application development. This

	book will teach you to build scalable, rich enterprise applications by using the

	ADF Framework, with...
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Tropical and Parasitic Infections in the Intensive Care Unit (Perspectives on Critical Care Infectious Diseases)Springer, 2004
The term tropical infection is most commonly used to describe an
infection occurring in an individual living in the geographical area
between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn. Both
developing and developed countries fall within these equatorial
parallels. It is said that the common feature that allows the...
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Linear Mixed-Effects Models Using R: A Step-by-Step ApproachSpringer, 2013

	Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) are an important class of statistical models

	that can be used to analyze correlated data. Such data include clustered

	observations, repeated measurements, longitudinal measurements, multivariate

	observations, etc.





	The aim of our book is to help readers in fitting LMMs using R...
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Compiler Construction Using Java, JavaCC, and YaccJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Broad in scope, involving theory, the application of that theory, and programming technology, compiler construction is a moving target, with constant advances in compiler technology taking place. Today, a renewed focus on do-it-yourself programming makes a quality textbook on compilers, that both students and instructors will enjoy using, of...
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2: Cartilage and Osteoarthritis (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	Osteoarthritis (OA), the most common form of arthritis, is generally

	characterized by a slowly progressive degeneration of articular cartilage,

	particularly in the weight-bearing joints. It has a stronger prevalence in women,

	and its incidence increases with age. OA is a major and growing health concern

	in developed countries,...
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